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Report
The Loomberah Range remained closed last Saturday the 4 th of May due to good
overnight rain and some still falling on the Saturday morning.
With the previous earth works on roads and around the mound areas the decision to
give the rain a chance to settle the dust was made.
It also must be reported that at the end of the ANZAC Matches, grass seed was spread
on both the 200 and 300m mounds. Special thanks to Cal Orman for seeing this done
and thanks also to Heritage Seeds who very kindly donated the bag of seed which is
a strong and hardy rye grass seed. Hopefully, with fingers crossed, the timing was
perfect, and we will see a covering on those mounds soon.
Another belated thankyou which was missed in the last Snap Shot for the ANZAC
Memorial Matches was the donation of a $50 cash prize from one of our members
who couldn’t shoot on the day but wanted to contribute. Thanks to Stephen Kellerman
for this donation which was used as a lucky door prize so all in attendance had a
chance. John Barnier was the lucky winner.
This Saturday the 11th of May has a 200 and 100m Field Class practice on the
program which consists of the Forced application, Train fire, rapid and snap fire in 5
shot strings. The full course will be run at each range, time permitting, so a maximum
of 44 rounds will be required.
The range will be open from 12.30pm for sign in and prep with the practice to get under
way as soon as possible due to the reducing daylight hours we are getting. Standard
range fees will apply.
___________________________________________________________________
Field and Service Rifle Open Program Amended
Just a reminder that there has been a change in the program for the up coming Field
and Service Rifle Open. Please have a look at the revised flyer that has been sent out.
It basically affects the Service Rifle on the Sunday with the removal of the double snap
and the modification of the classes.
___________________________________________________________________
Working Bee Scheduled for the 18th of May
This bee is set down on the program for the prep and readiness of the Field and
Service Rifle Open. With the huge amount of work carried out at the last bee surely
there cant be too much to do! Will let you know.
See you at the range!
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